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Introduction

This paper is mainly devoted to the study and complete characterizations of local weak
sharp minima and their applications to problems of semi-infinite optimization and semiinfinite complementarity in finite-dimensional spaces.
Given an extended-real-valued function f: ~n ---? ~ := ~ U { oo} and a point x E ~n
with f (x) < oo, recall that x is local weak sharp minimum of f if th~re exist positive scalars
rJ and such that

o

rJ dist ( z, L f ( x)) ~ f (z) - f (x) for all z E B (x, 8) ,

(1.1)

where B(x, 8) is the closed ball with center x and radius 8 > 0, where

LJ(x) := { z

E ~nl

f(z) = f(x) },

is the level setoff at x, and where dist(x, A) is the distance function from x to a given set
A C ~n defined by
dist(x, A) := inf llx- Yll·
yEA

Definition (1.1) clearly implies that xis a local minimum of f.
The notion of weak sharp minima was introduced by Ferris in [16] as a generalization of
sharp minima due to Polyak [30] to include the possibility of non-unique solutions. During
. the last two decades the study of weak sharp minima has drawn much attention motivated
by its importance in the treatment of sensitivity analysis (see, e.g., [1, 8]) and of convergence
analysis for a wide range of optimization algorithms; we refer the reader to [6, 7, 9, 14, 17,
? , 23, 38] and the bibliographies therein. Roughly speaking, efficient conditions for weak
sharp minima obtained in these papers via generalized differentiation can be classified into
two types: primal conditions and dual conditions. The former involve tangent cones and
directional derivatives, while the latter employ normal cones and subdifferentials.
Observe that necessary and sufficient conditions for local weak sharp minima were established in two special cases. The first case concerns the situation when x is a strict local
minimum. Then definition (1.1) reduces, by shrinking 8 if necessary, to

7JIIz- xll

~

f(z)- f(x) for all z

E

B(x, 8),

(1.2)

which is often referred to as local sharp minimum and is also called strongly unique local
minimum; cf. [13, 30]). In this case it is not difficult to verify (see, e.g., [1, Chapter 3])
that (1.2) holds if and only if df(x)(w) > 0 for all nonzero w E ~n via the subderivative
of f defined in Section 2. Second, when the problem data are convex Burke and Ferris
[6] provided several primal and dual characterizations of weak sharp minima and studied
its impact to convex programming and convergence analysis in finite-dimensional setting;
this was further extended by Burke and Deng [3] to infinite dimensions. Furthermore, close
relationships between weak sharp minima, linear regularity, metric regularity, and error
bound were exploited in [4, 5]. The recent paper [21] considers weak sharp minima for
convex constrained optimization problems on Riemannian manifolds, containing also new
characterizations for the case of conventional convex problems in finite-dimensional spaces.
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In the general case, however, the nonconvexity off and the non-uniqueness of solutions
give rise to a lot of complications that invalidate classical techniques. To circumvent these
difficulties, several approaches have been proposed. In particular, Wu and Ye [39] obtained
dual sufficient conditions for global weak sharp minima in terms of an abstract subdifferential, a fairly general concept unifying most of specific subdifferentials useful in variational
analysis. In [28], Ng and Zheng presented primal sufficient conditions for a proper lower
semicontinuous function on a Banach space to have global weak sharp minima by using
various kinds of lower generalized derivatives.
It is worth noting that the notion of weak sharp minima defined in (1.1) underlines
a first-order growth of the objective function away from the level set LJ(x). Meanwhile,
weak sharp minima of higher order growth are also of interest in parametric optimization,
because it can be used to establish HOlder continuity properties of solution mappings. In
particular, weak sharp minima of order two was studied by Bonnans and Ioffe [2] in the
case when f is a pointwise maximum of twice continuously differentiable convex functions.
Sufficient conditions for weak sharp minima of order m ~ 1 for nonconvex functions in finite
dimensions were obtained by Studniarski and Ward [37] via the limiting normal cone by
Mordukhovich and a certain extension of the regular tangent cone by Clarke.
Observe that, except for the two cases mentioned above and some particular situations,
most of the conditions obtained for local weak sharp minima are either necessary or sufficient
but not both. A natural and important question arises about the possibility to establish
necessary and sufficient conditions for local weak sharp minima when f is not necessarily
convex and x is not restricted to be a strict local minimum. An significant step in this
direction was made by Zheng and Yang [40] who derived characterizations of local weak
sharp minima for semi-infinite programming by exploiting the special structure of functions
involved therein; see more details below.
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain efficient characterizations of local weak
sharp minima in the general nonconvex framework of nonsmooth functions f in (1.1) and
then to apply them to important classes of optimization-related problems. Our necessary
and sufficient conditions are not only essentially extend the aforementioned ones to much
broader classes of problems but also offer verifiable criteria of new types to characterize
local weak sharp minima in both convex and nonconvex settings.
To achieve our goals, we introduce a new class of nonsmooth functions, called infdifferentiable functions, which are certainly of their independent interest. It is shown below
that this class is sufficiently broad to cover a number of special classes of functions overwhelmingly encountered in variational analysis and optimization. Among those, besides the
classical classes of smooth and convex functions, we particularly mention semidifferentiable
functions, lower-C 1 functions, and functions given by parametric integrals with respect to
finite measures over compact sets. The main results of this paper provide primal, dual, and
mixed characterizations of weak local sharp minima for inf-differentiable functions in finitedimensional spaces. These results enable us to fully characterize weak local sharp minima
of semi-infinite programs in terms their initial data and to derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for local error bounds of residuals in semi-infinite complementarity problems.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 collects some preliminaries
from generalized differentiation widely used in the sequel. In Section 3 we introduce infdifferentiable functions and establish their relationships with other favorable classes of functions in variational analysis and _optimization. Section 4 is devoted to characterizing local
weak sharp minima for inf-differentiable functions. In Sections 5 and 6 we illustrate applications of the developed theory to important classes of problems in semi-infinite programming
and semi-infinite complementarity, respectively. The final Section 7 presents concluding remarks and discussions on further research.

2

Preliminaries from Generalized Differentiation

In this section we briefly overview for the reader's convenience some constructions of generalized differentiation in variational analysis needed in what follows. We refer the reader
to the monographs [25, 35] for more details, proofs, and notation.
Recall that the symbols cl A, co A, and cone A stand for the closure, convex hull, and
conic hull of a nonempty subset A C ~n, respectively. Denote by IB the closed unit ball
in ~nand by IN := {1,2, ... } the collections of natural numbers. The support function
CT* (·lA): ~n -,-7 ~ := (-oo, oo] of A is defined by CT* ( wiA) := sup(a, w) for all w E ~n. By
aEA

P A(x) :=

{y E clAJIIx- Yll

= dist(x, A)}

we denote the projection (the set of best approximations) of x onto A. The polar of A is
A0 := {v E ~nl (v, a) :S 0 for all a E A}.
Given a set-valued mappingS from ~n into JR.m, define the Painleve- K uratowski outer
and inner limit of S(z) as z -,-7 x by, respectively,
LimsupS(z) := {v E ~mJ3zk

x and Vk

-,-7

-,-7

v with Vk E S(zk)},

Z->X

Liminf S(z) := { v E lR.mJ Vzk
z_.x

-,-7

x, 3vz

-,-7

v with vk E S(zk) }.

-L

If no confusion arise, the symbols x' 4 x and x'
x mean that x' -,-7 x with x' E A and
x' -,-7 x with f (x') -,-7 f (x), respectively.
At any point x E A, the Bouligand-Severi tangent/contingent cone TA(x) is a closed
cone defined via the outer limit

A-x
TA(x) :=Lim sup--,
r!O

(2.1)

T

while the Clarke/regular tangent cone is defined by the inner limit
~
A-z
TA(x) := Liminf - - .

z4x

(2.2)

T

r.J,O

The Frechetjregular normal cone (also known as the prenormal cone) is given by

N~()
A x

{
:= v E ~

ni·hm:up (v,z-x)
liz_ xll
z_.x

4

:S 0

}

(2.3)

and the Mordukhovichjlimitingjbasic normal cone can be equivalently defined by

NA(i) :=Lim sup NA(z) =Lim sup [cone(z- PA(z))].
A

(2.4)

A

z---+x

z~x

It follows from the above definitions that TA(x) C TA(x) and NA(x) C NA(x). Furthermore,
we have the polarity/ duality relationships

(2.5)
However, the converse duality NA(x) = TA(x) 0 is usually violated, since the limiting normal
cone (2.4) is typically nonconvex in the absence of the normal regularity [25, 35], while
polarity always generates convexity. The full duality is achieved by the Clarkejconvexified
normal cone defined by
(2.6)
which may be much larger than (2.4) satisfying the relationship N A(x) = clcoNA(x). It
follows from (2.6) implies that the regular tangent cone (2.2) is always convex-as well as
the regular normal cone (2.3)-while the contingent cone (2.1) is usually not.
Given next an extended-real-value.d function f: JRn
domf := {x E JRnl f(x) < oo}, we define by

lR with the effective domain

---+

f(z)- f(x)- (v,z- x) ~ 0},
liz- xll

(2.7)

of(x) :=Lim sup Df(z) and 0 00 f(x) :=Lim sup .ADf(z),

(2.8)

Df(x) :=

{v

E JRnlliminf
z->x

zLx

zLx

.AlO

lJj(x) := clco(8f(x)

+8

00

(2.9)

f(x))

the Frechet subdifferential, the Mordukhovjch basic/limiting subdifferential and singular subdifferential, and the Clarke subdifferential of f at x E dom f, respectively. It is well known
that a lower semicontinuous (l.s.c) function f: JRn ---+ i: is locally Lipschitz continuous
around x E domf if and only if 8 00 f(x) = {0}.
In what follows we also need two directional derivatives notions for a function f: JRn ---+ i:
at x E domf. The subderivative off at x at the direction wE JRn is defined by

df(x)(w) := liminf f(x + rw')- f(x),

(2.10)

T

w 1 -1-w

dO

while the corresponding Rockafellar/regular subderivative is given by

~
df(x)(w)
:=lim ( limsup [
810

X

1

1
->X

inf

w'EB(w,o)

f(x'

+ rw')T

f(x')]) .

(2.11)

rlO

Note that the Rockafellar subderivative dJ(x) is always convex in directions and reduces to
the generalized directional derivative of Clarke when f is locally Lipschitzian around the
5

reference point. Recall that a function f: ~n ----7 ~ is directionally regular at x E dom f if
it is l.s.c. around this point and df (x) = df (x). For locally Lipschitzian function the latter
property is equivalent to the subdifferential regularity 1Jf(x) = 8f(x) off at x.
The next result plays a significant role in our subsequent analysis.

Lemma 2.1 (subderivative representation for regular functions). Let f:

~n ----?]R

be locally Lipschitzian around x and directionallyjsubdifferentially regular at this point.
Then we have
df(x)(w) = O"*(wl8f(x)) for all wE ~n.

Proof. It follows from [35, Theorem 8.30] in which the requirement of 8f(x)-/=
by the local Lipschitz continuity of f around x.

3

0 is satisfied
D

Inf-Differentiable Functions

In this section we introduce a new class of nondifferentiable functions and discuss its relationships with other favorable classes of functions encountered in variational analysis,
optimization, and their applications. The inf-differentiable functions introduced below play
crucial roles in characterizing local weak sharp minima in Section 4 and the subsequent
applications in Sections 5 and 6.

Definition 3.1 (inf-differentiability and single inf-differentiability).
function f: ]Rn
given point X E

----7

i:

and a set S C ]Rn.
to S if

Consider a
We say that f is INF- DIFFERENTIABLE at a

~n RELATIVE

. . f
lImm

f(z)- f(u)- df(u)(z- u) _

II Z - U I

Z---+XS
uf-z,u---+x

In particular, if (3.1) holds with S

=

~n

- 0.

(3.1)

and with S = { x}, then f is called to be INF-

DIFFERENTIABLE at X and SINGLE INF-DIFFERENTIABLE at x, respectively. Finally, f is

inf-differentiable on a subset D C Rn relative to S if (3.1) holds at every x E D.

It is easy to see that inf-differentiability of f at x implies its single inf-differentiability
at this point, but not vice versa. We first consider the case of single inf-differentiability. In
this case condition (3.1) clearly reduces to
.
l1

. f f(x

~-2~

+ w)- f(x)- df(x)(w) _ 0
llwll
- ·

(3.2)

Let us show that it holds for any local Lipschitzian function.

Proposition 3.2 (single inf-differentiability from Lipschitz continuity). Iff:
~

is locally Lipschitzian around

x~

it is single inf-differentiable at this point.

6

~n

----7

Proof. We first prove the inequality

. . f f(x
11

~--!~

+ w)- f(x)- df(x)(w)

llwll

:::; 0·

(3.3)

Assume on the contrary that (3.3) does not hold, i.e., there are c, o> 0 such that

f(x + w)- f(x)- df(x)(w) ?:

cllwll

llwll :::; o.

for all w #- 0 with

It follows from the above inequality that

f(x + tw)- f(x)- tdf(x)(w)?:

ctllwll

for all w -=f. 0 and t > 0 sufficiently small. Dividing the latter by t
limit as t 1 0 give us the estimate
liminf f(x

+ tw)t

t->0

f(x) ?: df(x)(w)

> 0 and taking the lower

+ cllwll·

(3.4)

Furthermore, the local Lipschitzian continuity of f around x implies that

df(x)(w) = liminf f(x+tw')- f(x)
t

w 1 -+w

qo

=

. . f ( f (X
11m m
~-+W
t!O

+ tw') - f (X + tw) + ,::___:_---'----=--.:__.._:_
f (X + tw) - j (X) )
t

t

. . f j (X + tw) - j (X)
11mm
.
t

t-+0

Combining this and (3.4) yields that

df(x)(w)?: df(x)(w)

+ cllwll, wE !Rn,

which is a contradiction that justifies (3.3).
To complete the proof of the proposition, it remains to show that the strict inequality

. . f f(x
11

~--!~

+ w)- f(x)- df(x)(w) 0
llwll
<

does not hold in (3.3) Supposing the contrary, we find a sequence {wk} such that

1'

k.:.,~

f(x

+ Wk)-

f(x)- df(x)(wk)

llwk II

O

< '

i.e:, there exists a small positive number c with
(3.5)
for all k E IN sufficiently large. ·It follows from the assumed local Lipschitz continuity of
f around x that the subderivative df(x) is globally Lipschitz continuous on IRn; see [35,
Exercise 9.15]. Denoting tk := llwkll and Vk =
and using the boundedness of {vk}, we
11

:kll
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suppose without loss of generality that the whole sequence {vk} converges to some limit v
ask-+ oo. Diving by llwkll on both sides of (3.5) and taking the lower limit therein give us

. - . f f(x

< l lmm

df(x)(v)

+ tkvk)- f(x)

k->oo
tk
lim df(x)(vk)- E

<

k->oo

df(x)(v)-

E,

which is a clear contradiction that justifies the single inf-differentiability (3.2) and thus
completes the proof of the proposition.
D
Next we study the single inf-differentiability of functions from two remarkable classes
widely used in variational analysis and optimization: semidifferentiable and B-differentiable
functions. Being interrelated, these two classes are generally different from each other and
contain functions that are not locally Lipschitzian.
Recall that a function f: ~n -+ ~ finite at x is semidifferentiable at x [35] (known also
as directionally differentiable in the Hadamard sense [1, Chapter 2]) if the limit

r

w~~w

f(x

+ tw')-

f(x)

t

t!O

exists (may be infinite) for all w E

~n.

Proposition 3.3 (single inf-differentiability from semidifferentiability). Any function f: lRn -+ lR semidifferentiable at x is single inf-differentiable at this point.
Proof. It follows from [35, Theorem 7.21] that the semidifferentiability off at x implies
the representation via its subderivative:
f(x

+ w) =

f(x)

+ df(x)(w) + o(llwll), wE lRn.

The latter readily yields (3.2), which means the single inf-differentiability off at x.

D

Recall further that f: lRn -+ i: is B-differentiable (in the sense of Robinson [33]) at
x E dom f if it is directionally differentiable at this point and
lim f(z)- f(x)- f'(x; z- x) = O.
z->x

liz- xll

(3.6)

Note that the class of B-differentiable functions and its semismooth subclass play an important role in many aspects of optimization, especially for designing and justifying nonsmooth
Newton-type algorithms to solve nonsmooth equations; see, e.g., [15] and the references
therein. For locally Lipschitzian functions the B-differentiability is equivalent to the classical directional differentiability [36]. The next result shows that the single inf-differentiability
is weaker than the B-differentiability under some mild assumptions. Furthermore, we give
an example to illustrate the failure of the_converse implication.

Proposition 3.4 (single inf-differentiability from B-differentiability). Let f: lRn-+
lR be B-differentiable at x E domj, and the condition df(x)(O) > -oo be satisfied. Then f
is single inf-differentiable at this point.
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Proof. We first claim that df(x)(w) > -oo for all w E JRn. Indeed, assuming on the
contrary that there is some vector wE JRn such that df(x)(w) = -oo gives us

< liminf df(x)(tw)

df(x)(O)

t!O

liminf(tdf(x)(w))

=

t!O

-oo,
where the inequality is due to the lower semicontinuity of df(x) by [35, Theorem 8.18] and
the first equality is due to the positive homogeneity of df(x). This contradicts the hypothesis
df(x)(O) > -oo. On the other hand, since df(x)(w) ~ f'(x;w) for all w by definition, the
subderivative df(x) is finite everywhere. Hence we have

f(x

+ w)- f(x)- df(x)(w) 2:: f(x + w)- f(x)- f'(x; w),

wE lRn,

which, together with the B-differentiability of f, implies that

l

. . f f(x

I~~~

+ w)- f(x)- df(x)(w)
llwll

.
1

2:: w~

f(x

+ w)- f(x) - f'(x; w)
llwll

_
-

0

.

To complete the proof of the proposition, it remains to show that the the strict inequality

l

. f f(x + w)- f(x)- df(x)(w)
0
llwll
>

.

(3.7)

I~~~

does not hold. Suppose on the cont!ary that (3.7) holds and find c,o > 0 such that

f(x + w)- f(x)- df(x)(w) 2:: cllwll
whenever w is sufficiently close to zero. Given any nonzero w E JRn and w'
from (3.8) that for t sufficiently small we have

f(x

+ tw')- f(x)

(3.8)
~

w, it follows

2:: tdf(x)(w') + tcllw'll·

Taking into account the lower semicontinuity of df(x), the latter inequality implies that
. . f f(x
l Imm

df(x)(w)

w

1 -+w

+ tw')- f(x)
t

t!O

> liminf df(x)(w') + cllwll
w'~w

> df(x)(w) + cllwll,
D

which is a contradiction that completes the proof.

The following example shows that the converse statements to all the three Propositions 3.2-3.4 do not generally hold.

Example 3.5 (single inf-differentiability of non-Lipschitzian, non-E-differentiable,
and non-semidifferentiable functions). Define a function f: lR ~ lR by

f(x) ·- { max{O,xsinD if x > 0,
.-

if

0
9

X~

0.

This function clearly fails to be locally Lipschitz continuous, B-differentiable, and semidifferentiable at the origin, since the directional derivative does not exist. Note that df (x)
is positively homogeneous, and hence its values are completely determined by those at
w = ±1. By the simple calculation we get df(0)(1) = df(0)(-1) = 0. This implies that
l'

. f f(t)- f(O)- df(O)(t)

l?.:}Jl

t

. { . . f f(t)- f(O)- df(O)(t) . . f f(t)- f(O)- df(O)(t)}
, 11mm
11mm

mm

t

tlO

min { lirainf [max {

t

tjO

0, sin~} J, 0} = 0

and thus establishes the single inf-differentiability of

f at the origin.

The next example shows that the statements of Propositions 3.2-3.4 may fail for infdifferentiable functions in the sense of Definition 3.1.
Example 3.6 (inf-differentiable versus single inf-differentiable functions). Consider a function f: ~ -+ ~given by f(x) := -\x\. This function is obviously locally
Lipschitzian, B-differentiable, and semidifferentiable; thus it is single inf-differentiable by
Propositions 3.2-3.4. On the other hand, for z l 0 and u = -z, we have

. . f f(z)- f(u)- df(u)(z- u)
. . f f(z)- f(u)- df(u)(z- u)
11m m
< 11m m
= - 1 < 0,
z->0
1\z- u\1
- u=-z
zLO
1\z- u\1
u;;pz, u-~oO
which shows that (3.1) does not hold for S

=~'and

thus

f is not inf-differentiable at x = 0.

Now we proceed with studying inf-differentiability. Let us first make a useful observation
that makes it more convenient to check inf-differentiability.
Proposition 3. 7 (inf-differentiabilityrelative to subsets). Let f: IR.n-+ iR: be locally
Lipschitzian around x E IR.n, and let S C :IR.n be a given subset. If f is inf-differentiable at
x relative to S, then f is inf-differentiable at x relative to every nonempty subset of S.
Proof. Take any nonempty subset 81
.

c S.

. f f(z)- f(x)- df(x)(z- x)
1\z- x\1

. l lilllll

z->x

Then we have
.

. f f(z)- f(x)- df(z)(z- x)

> l lffilll

1\z- x\1

z->~1

-

uf=.z,u~x

·> . .
-

f f(z)- f(x)- df(z)(z- x)

1Imm

z->x
8
ufz,u->x

.

1\z- x\1

(3.9)
.

It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the value on the left-hand side of (3.9) is zero. At the
same time the inf-differentiability of f relative to S yields that the value of the right side
is zero as well. This completes the proof of the proposition.
0
Recall that a function
hood U of x such that

f:

~n -+

i: is lower-C 1 around x E dom f if there is a neighbor-

f(x) = maxcp(x,y) for all x E U,
yEY

10

(3.10)

where the index set Y is compact, and where the function r.p is of class C 1 in the first variable
with the continuous partial derivative on U x Y; see [35, Definition 10.29]. Note that, besides smooth functions, the lower-C 1 class-known in fact under different names-includes
remarkable collections of functions well-recognized and applied in variational analysis and
optimization; see, e.g., [26, pp. 135-136], [35, pp. 447-452], and the references therein.
-

The next theorem, which is the main result of this section, establishes the inf-differentiability
of lower-C1 and other favorable classes of functions used in what follows.
Theorem 3.8 (inf-differentiability of favorable classes of functions). Given a function f: 1Rn --t 1R 1 the following assertions hold:

(i) If f is convex then it is inf-differentiable on any closed and bounded subsets of the
1

relative interior of its domain.

(ii) Iff is a lower-C 1 function around x

E

dom f 1 then f is inf-differentiable at this point.

(iii) Let f be an integral function given by
f(x)

:=in

r.p(x, y)dp,(y).

(3.11)

Then it is inf-differentiable on Rn provided validity of the following assumptions:

(a)

n is a compact set and §

is its Borel sigma-algebra;

(b) p, is a finite measure defined on a measurable space (n, §);

(C) \l x'P is continuous on JRn X 0.
Proof. First we note that all the functions f in assertions (i)-(iii) are Lipschitz continuous on the corresponding sets under the assumptions made. Indeed, it follows from [34,
Theorem 10.4] for (i), from [35, Theorem 10.31] for (ii), and from [12, Theorem 2.7.2]
for (iii). According to Proposition 3.2 and the estimate in (3.9) of Proposition 3.7, the
inf-differentiability of f in all the assertions (i)-(iii) follows from the inequality

. . f f(z)- f(u)- df(u)(z- u)
lImm
2 0.
I Z - U II
Z->X

(3.12)

uofz,u-+x

which we are going to verify in the cases under consideration.
To justify assertion (i), recall that any convex function is directionally differentiable on
its domain and satisfies the estimates
df(u)(z- u) ~ f'(u;z- u) ~ f(z)- f(u),

which clearly yields inequality (3.12) in the convex case (i).
To prove assertion (ii), we use representation (3.10) of f due to its assumed lowerC1 property. Given arbitrary positive scalars r:: and 01, the continuity of \l x'P and the
compactness of the set B(x, o1) x Y imply the existence of 02 > 0 with 02 < o1 such that
(3.13)
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whenever x1,x2 E B(x,ch) satisfy llx1- x2ll < h Let 6 := ~62. Choosing z,u E B(x,6)
andy E Y(u) := argmax¢(u,y), it follows from (3.13) that
. yEY

cp(z,y)- cp(u,y)

cp(z, y)- f(u)

fo (Vxcp(u+t(z-~),y),z-u)dt
1

fo

1

(Vxcp(u+t(z-u),y)- 'Vxcp(u,y),z-u)dt+ (\lxcp(u,y),z-u)

>
Taking the pointwise supremum of y E Y(u) on the both sides of the above inequality yields

f(z)- f(u)

>

max cp(z, y)- f(u)

yEY(u)

> -c:llz- ull + max ('\1 xcp(u, y), z- u)
yEY(u)

-c:llz- ull

+ df(u)(z- u),

where the last equality follows from the subderivative calculus rule established in [35, Theorem 10.31]. This proves assertions (ii).
Assertion (iii) can be proved in the same vein. Indeed, according to [12, Theorem 2.7.2]
and [31, Proposition 1] we have under the assumptions made in (a)-(c) that

df(u)(w) = f'(u;w)

=in

(\lxcp(u,y),w) dp,(y) for all

wE

JRn.

This clearly implies the relationships

f(z)- f(u)- df(u)(z- u)
=

.

1
1{1 [\V

[cp(z, y)- cp(u, y)- (\1 xCf(u, y), z- u) Jdp,(y)

n

=

n

1

o

·~-in {fo

xcp(u + t(z- u), y),z- u)- (V xcp(u, y), z- u)] dt }dp,(y)

1

[11\lxcp(u+t(z-u),y)- \lx<p(u,y)llllz-ull]dt}dp,(y)

~ -c:p,(D)IIz- ull,

where the last inequality is due to (3.13). Since p, is a finite measure and n is compact,
we get j.L(D) < oo, which justifies assertion (iii) due to the arbitrary choice of c: > 0. This
D
completes the proof of the theorem.

4

Characterizations of Local Weak Sharp Minima

One of the main features of inf-differentiable functions is that local weak sharp minima can
be completely characterized via the primal constructions of tangent cones and subderivatives, as well as via the dual constructions of normal cones and subdifferentials, and also in
terms of their mixture. This is the main contents of this section.
We start with the following dual characterizations of this important notion of minima
in optimization and variational analysis.
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Theorem 4.1 (dual characterizations of local weak sharp minima). Let f: JRn ---7 iR
be locally Lipschitzian around x and subdifferentially regular at this point, and let f be infdifferentiable at x E dom f relative to the level set L f ( x). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) The point x is a local weak sharp minimum of f.
(b) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that

fh 1 (x)(u) n ryJB c 8f(u)

for all u E Lt(x) n B(x, o).

(c) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
NL 1 (x)(u)

n ryJB C 8f(u)

(d) There exist two positive scalars rJ and

for all u

E

Lt(x) n B(x, o).

(4.1)

Lt(x) n B(x, o).

(4.2)

o such that

N LJ(x)(u) n ryJB c 8f(u) for all u

E

Proof. To justify (a)===? (b), pick u E Lt(x) nB(x, ~)and u* E fh 1 (x)(u) niB. Given any
c > 0 and using definition (2.3) of the Frechet normals, find T E (0, ~) such that
_(u*,v-u)~s[[v-u[[

forall 'llELt(x)nB(u,T).

Taking further z E B(u, ~) C B(x, o) and a projection v E PL 1 (x)(z) (not necessarily unique
due to the nonconvexity of Lt(x)), we get [[v -·u[[ ~ T. Hence
(u*, z- u)

=

(u*, z- v) + (u*, v- u)

< [[z- v[[ + s[[v- u[[
< (1 + s)[[z- v[[ + s[[z- u[[
(1 +c) dist(z, Lt(x)) + s[[z- u[[.
From definition (1.1) of local weak sharp minima and the obvious inclusion B(u,
B (x, 8), we have the estimate
ry(u*,z-u)~(1+s)(f(z)-f(u))+rys[[z-ull

~) C

T

forall zEB(u,2),

which is equivalent to the inequality
0 ~ rJ (u *, u - z) + (1 + c) (f (z) - f (u)) + rJc I z - u II for all z E B (u,

T

2) .

Noting that f (u) = f (x) by the definition of the level set L f ( x), the above inequality implies
that the function -ry(u*, z) + (1 + s)f(z) + rJc[[z- u[[ attains its minimum at u. Invoking
now the well-known necessary optimality condition in term in the limiting subdifferential
(2.8) (see, e.g., [26, Proposition 5.3] and [35, Theorem 6.12]), we get
0 E -ryu* + (1 + s)8f(u) + ryslB,

which is equivalent to the inclusion

ryu* E 8f(u)

+ s8f(u) + ryslB.
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(4.3)

Noting that the local Lipschitz continuity off around x ensures the local boundedness of
of around this point (see, e.g., [35, Theor~m 9.13]) and then letting c t 0 in(4.3) yield that
ryu* E oj(u), which justifies implication (ii).
To justify implication (ii) =? (iii), pick arbitraryu E Lt(x)nB(x, ~)and u* E NL 1 (x)(u)n
We have from definition (2.4) of the limiting normal cone that there are sequences
{uk} C Lt(x) and {uk} C NL 1 (x)(uk) such that Uk ~ u and u'k ~ u* as k ~ oo. Since
uk E B(x, 6) and u'k E ryJB for all k sufficiently large, assertion (ii) implies that u'k E of(uk)·
The desired result follows now by taking the limit as k ~ oo and using the well-known
outer semicontinuity of the limiting subdifferential of. Implication (iii)=?(iv) is obtained
in this way by taking the closed convex hull in the left-hand side of (4.1).
Let us finally justify implication (iv) ===} (i). Given an arbitrary c E (0, 1), the infdifferentiability of f implies the existence of 61 > 0 such that

1B.

df(u)(z- u)

~

f(z)- f(u) + cJJz- uJJ for all z E B(x, 6) and u E B(x, 6) n Lt(x). (4.4)

Denoting 6' := min{61,6} and taking z E B(x, ~)\Lt(x) and u E PL 1 (x)(z), it follows from
[35, Example 6.16] that

ry(z-u)
JJz _ uJJ

~

E

NL 1 (x)(u) n rylB

C

N LJ(x)(u) n rylB,

which implies together with (4.2) that ~~~_::-~( E of(u). This gives us

!T*(z-u\II~-=-~D ~ (T*(z-u\of(u))
and yields by (4.4) and Lemma 2.1 that
ryJJz- uJJ ~ df(u)(z- u) ~ f(z)- f(u)

+ cJJz- uJJ.

The latter implies in turn that

(TJ- c)JJz- uJJ ~ f(z)- f(u)
and thus completes the proof of the theorem.

0

Note that in a number of papers [3, 6, 21, 28, 37, 40] contain either necessary or sufficient
conditions of the dual-type for weak sharp minima given in terms of some normal cones and
subdifferentials. In particular, the necessity part of (ii), and hence of (iii) and (iv), is proved
in [27] for the general Banach space setting. The results of Theorem 4.1 show that the infdifferentiability allows us to justify also the sufficiency of the conditions above for weak
sharp minima, i.e., to obtain full dual characterizations of this concept.
Next we derive primal characterizations of local weak sharp minima via tangent cones
and subderivative constructions of Section 2.

Theorem 4.2 (primal characterizations of local weak sharp minima). Let f: !Rn ~
iR be locally Lipschitzian around x and subdifferentially regular at this point, and let f be inf-

differentiable at x E dom f relative to the level set L f ( x). Then the following are equivalent:
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(i) The point x is a local weak sharp minimum off.
(ii) There exist two positive scalars rt and o such that
rydist(w,TLJ(x)(u))::; df(u)(w) for all u E Lj(x) nB(x,8) and wE ~n.

(iii) There exist two positive scalars rt and

(4.5)

o such that

rydist( w, TLJ(x)( u)) ::; df(u)(w) for all u E Lj(x) n B(x, o) and w E ~n.

(iv) There exist two positive scalars rt and o such that
rtllz- ull :S df(u)(z- u) for all z E B(x, 8) and u E PLJ(x)(z).

(4.6)

Proof. First we justify implication (i) ===?(iii). As showed in Theorem 4.1, x is a local
weak sharp minimum of f if and only if there exist two positive scalars rt and 8 such
that N Lt(x)(u) n rtlB c of(u) for all u E LJ(x) n B(x, 8). Pick u E LJ(x) n B(x, o) and

wE ~n. Since the convergence u' L!..S;) u clearly implies that of u'
subdifferential/ directional regularity of f at x that

df( u)(w)

~ u,

it follows from the

df( u)(w)

. (l·1msup [ . f
l1m
lll

810

,f

f(u'

+ rw')- f(u')])

w 1 EB(w,8)

T

U --->U

r10

>

. (l·1msup [ . f
l1m
lll

810

Lf(x)
u1 ~ u

f(u'+rw')-f(u')])>o
_
,

w 1 EB(w,8)

T

r10

where the last inequality follows from (1.1) due to f(z) 2: f(x) = f(u') when z is sufficiently
close to x. This readily implies the estimate

Now we consider w ~ TL 1 (xj(u) and let

w = Py.Lf(x) ( )(w), where the uniqueness of projecU

tions comes from the convexity of the regular tangent cone TLJ(x)(u) (2.2); see, e.g., [35,
Theorem 6.26]. Furthermore, it follows from [35, Example 6.16] and the subdifferential
off at x that w- wE Ny.Lf(x) (U )(w) = Ny.Lf(x) (U )(w), which in turn implies that
regularity
·
(w- w, z- w) ::;.0 for all z E

'h 1 (x)(u).

Since TL,(x)(u) is a convex cone, the relationship in (4.7) can be rewritten as
(w- w,z)::; 0 and (w- w,w) = 0 for all z E TL 1 (x)(u),
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(4.7)

which implies together with (2.6) that w- wE

('h 1 (x)(u)) 0 =

N LJ(x)(u). Combining this

with (4.2) gives us ~~~_::-~f E of(u). By using Lemma 2.1 we get that

7JIIw- wll
7J(w- w)
-)
( llw-wll ,w-w
=

(~~~-=-~r ,w)

< cr*(wJof(u))

=

df(u)(w),

which completes the proof of assertion (iii).
To justify implication (iii) ===? (ii), it suffices to show that
dist(w,TL 1 (x)(u)) 2: dist(w,TL 1 (x)(u)),

wE lRn,

since the inclusion TLj(x)(u) c TLj(x)(u) always holds by [35, Theorem 6.26].
Let us next prove implication (ii) ===? (iv). Pick z E B(x, f)\LJ(x) and u E PL 1 (x)(z)
and observe that

II;= ~II
which means that ( ;=~ ,~):::;
1 1
Schwartz inequality; we get

llz-ull ::S

1

0

E

fh 1 (x)(u) = (TL 1 (x)(u))

0
,

for all~ E TL 1 (x)(u). Using this and the classical Cauchy-

( ;=~ ,z-u-~) ::S llz-u-~11

1

for

all~

ETL1 (x)(u),

which in turn implies that 0 E PrLJ(xJ(u)(z-u) and show that llz-ull = dist(z-u, TL 1 (x)(u)).
The result now follows by replacing w by z- u in (4.5).
Finally, we prove implication (iv) ===? (i). Taking c E (0, i) and using the inf-differentiability
of f yields the existence of 81 > 0 that ensures the fulfillment of the estimate

df(u)(z-u)::Sf(z)-f(u)+cllz-ull forall zEB(x,81)anduEB(x,81)nLJ(x). (4.8)
Denoting 8' := ~min{81,8}, we get from (4.6) and (4.8) that 7JIIz- ull ::S f(z)- f(u) +
cllz- ull, i.e., (77- c) liz- ull :::; f(z)- f(u). The latter justifies the validity of (1.1) with
D
with constants i and 8' therein and thus completes the proof of the theorem.
The next two theorems provide mixed characterizations of local weak sharp minima
involving both primal and dual constructions of generalized differentiation.

Theorem 4.3 (mixed characterizations of local weak sharp minima, I). Assume
that f: JRn ~ lR is locally Lipschitzian around x and subdifferentially regular at this point,
and that it is inf-differentiable at x E dom f relative to the level set L f ( x). Then x is a
local weak sharp minimum off if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(a) TL 1 (x)(x) ={wE lRnl df(x)(w) ::S 0}.
(b) There exist two positive scalars

7]

and 8 such that
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Proof. First we ju~tify the necessity part. According to criterion (ii) in Theorem 4.2 and
criterion (iv) in Theorem 4.1 we only need to check the inclusion

(4.9)
To proceed, observe from definition (2.1) of the contingent cone that for any wE TL 1 (x)(x)
there exist sequences tk l 0 and Wk ~ w as k -7 oo such that Xk = x + tkwk E Lj(x), i.e.,
f(xk) = f(x) for all k E IN by the construction of the level set. The inf-differentiability of
f implies the existence of o> 0 for which

df(u)(z- u)

~

f(z) - f(u)

+ ellz- ull

for all z

EB(x, o)

and u

ELJ(x) n B(x, o).

Thus for all k E IN sufficiently large we have

The latter implies by the positive homogeneity of df(x) that
~

df(x)(wk)

ellwkll

for all large k

Taking the lower limit in the above inequality as k

df(x)(w)

~

EIN

oo yields

~ liminf df(x)(wk) ~
k->oo

ellwll,

where the first inequality is due to the lower semicontinuity of df(x) by [35, Theorem 18.18].
Since e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, it follows from the above that df(x)(w) ~ 0, and hence
we arrive at claimed inclusion (4.9).
To prove the sufficiency part, we first show that there is 7]1 > 0 for which

r11llwll

~ df(x)(w) whenever

wE NL 1 (x)(x).

Suppose the contrary and find a sequence {wk} C NL,(x)(x) with

df(x)(wk) <

1

k

(4.10)

llwkll = 1 and

for all k E IN.

(4.11)

Assume without loss of generality that Wk ~ w as k ~ oo for some w E ~n of the unit
norm. Hence wE NL 1 (x)(x) by the closedness of the latter cone. Taking the limit in (4.11)
as k ~ oo and using the lower semicontinuity of df(x), we get df(x)(w) ::; 0, and thus
w E TL 1 (x)(x) according to condition (a). It follows from the the first duality relation in
(2.6) that w E NLJ(x)(x) n TL,(x)(x) = (TLJ(x)(x)) 0 n TL,(x)(x), which in turn obviously
implies that w = 0, a contradiction.
Further, let z EB(x, &)\LJ(x) and u EPL 1 (x)(z). Then u EB(x, o) and

z-u

liz_ ull

~

E

NL 1 (x)(u)

C

N Lt(x)(u).

We now consider separately the two possible cases: (i) u
follows from (4.10) and (4.12) that
'1]1

liz- xll

~

= x and (ii) u

df(x)(z- x).
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(4.12)
=/= x. In case

(i) it

(4.13)

In case (ii) we get from condition (b) of the theorem that

ry(z-u)

liz_ ull

-

EN LJ(x)(u)

n rylB C 8f(u).

·Hence it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
jrJ(z-u)

rJIIz- ull

\ liz- ul ,z- u
< cr* (z :__ uj8 f( u))

)
=

df(u)(z- u).

Combining the above inequality with (4.13), we arrive at characterization (iv) of local weak
sharp minima in Theorem 4.2 and thus complete the proof of this theorem.
D
Note that our Theorems 4.1-4.3 for the general class of inf-differentiable functions can
be treated as far-going extensions of the results in [40, Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and Proposition
3.1] obtained for functions of the lower-C 1 type

f(x) = max[<p(x, y)]+,
yEY

(4.14)

where <p E C 1 and Y is compact. Although the function f in (4.14) is not given exactly in form (3.10) due to the additional nonsmooth operation [z]+ := max{O,z}, its
inf-differentiability readily follows from the proof of Theorem 3.8(ii).
The last result of this section establishes mixed characterizations of local weak sharp
minima of another type that extend, in particular, sufficient conditions for such minimizers
developed in [19] in a special setting.
Theorem 4.4 (mixed characterizations of local weak sharp minima, II). Let f: JR.n --t
JR. be locally Lipschitzian around x and subdifferentially regular at this point, and let f be
inf-differentiable at x E dom f relative to the level set L f ( x). Then x is a local weak sharp
minimum of f if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a)

fh 1 (x)(x) = clcone (8f(x)).

(b) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
rydist(w, TL 1 (x)(u)) ::; df(u)(w) for all u E Lt(x) n B(x, 8).\{x} and wE JRn.
Proof. First we verify the equivalence between conditions (a) and (b) of this theorem and
conditions (a) and (b) given in Theorem 4.3, respectively. It is easy to see that
= { W E JRn j

={wE
={wE

JRnj
JRnj

df (X) (W) ::; 0}
cr*(wl8f(x))::; 0}
(w,z)::; 0 for all z E 8f(x)}

(4.15)

= (8f(x)t

By the first duality correspondence in (2.5) and [35, Theorem 6.28] we have
~
NL
(x)(x) = (TL 1 (x)) 0 =
1

((

8f(x)) 0 ) 0 = clcone (8f(x)),
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(4.16)

where the last equality follows from [35, Corollary 6.21]. We have from (4.15) that the
tangent cone TL 1 (x)(x) is convex under the assumptions made. This implies by (4.16) that

Therefore the cones NL 1 (x)(x) and TL 1 (x) are polar to each other, which thus justifies the
fulfillment of the claimed equivalence.
Let us next prove the equality

which is, by the second duality correspondence in (2.5), a particular case of the relationship
77dist(w,K) = O'*(w\ K 0 n771B)

(4.17)

held for any closed and convex cone K. To check the latter, consider the singleton w =
PK(w) +PKo(w) due the closedness and convexity of K and get by [35, Exercise 12.22] that

IK

(PK(w) + PKo(w) 0 n TJlB)
0
(}* (PK(w)
n TJlB) + (}* (PKo(w) 0 n TJlB)
7] 1\PKo(w)\1 = 7] 1\w- PK(w)\1 = 77dist(w,K).
(}*

IK

IK

Specifying (4.17) forK= TL 1 (x)(u), we arrive at the equivalences

N Lt(x)(u) n 771B C af(u),
~ O"*(w\N L1 (x)(u) n771B)::; O"*(w\af(u)),
~ 7]dist(w,TL1 (x)(u))::; df(u)(w),

u E L f (X) n B (x, 8) \ {X},
u E L f ( x) n B (x, 8) \ {x}, w E ~n,
u E Lt(x) nB(x,8)\{x}, wE ~n,inequ

where the first equivalence is due to [34, Corollary 13.1.1]. This completes the proof.

5

D

Applications to Semi-Infinite Programming

In this section we develop some applications of the newly obtained characterizations of local
weak sharp minima to problems of semi-infinite programming (SIP).
Consider the following canonical SIP problem with inequality constraints:
minimize f(x) subject to g(x, s) ::; 0 for all s E 0,

f : ~n----?

(5.1)

g : ~n+m ----7 ~ are continuously differentiable functions, and where
Problems of this type arise in various fields of mathematics, engineering, and applied science. Among such areas we mention approximation theory, optimal
control; resource allocation in decentralized systems, decision making under competition,
optimum filter design in signal processing, control of water resources, etc. For more details
and discussions we refer the reader to, e.g., [10, 11, 18, 20, 32] and the bibliographies therein.

where

~and

n c ~n is a compact set.

Denote by X the set of feasible solutions to the SIP problem (5.1). Adopting the general
concept (1.1) of weak sharp minimizers for unconstrained optimization problems and talking
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into account the specific structure of the constraints in (5.1), we say that x is a SIP local
weak sharp minimum for (5.1) if x EX and there are ry, o > 0 such that
rydist(z, Lt(x)

n X) :S

f(z)- f(x)

+-In [g(z, s)]+ dp,(s)

for all z E B(x, o),

(5.2)

where§ is the Borel 0'-algebra on n, and where p, is a finite measure defined on a measurable
space (D, $).and satisfying the support condition
D = supp(D) := {wEn! {

·

JB(w,8)n!!

dp,(s) > 0 for ·all

o> 0}·

Observe that our approach to handle con~traints in the SIP framework (5.2) of local weak
sharp minima seems to be natural and convenient for the subsequent analysis being somewhat different from the one in [40], where the function

'lj;(x)

:=In cPs(x) dp,(s)

with ¢s(x)

:= [g(x, s)]+'

x E IRn

(5.3)

in (5.2) is replaced by max[g(x, s)l+·
·

sE!!

. The following result establishes all the properties of the function 'ljJ in (5.3) needed for
applications of our characterizations of local weak sharp minima obtained in Section 4.
Lemma 5.1 (inf-differentiability and subdifferential regularity of integral functions associated with SIP). Under the assumptions made the integral function 'ljJ defined
in (5.3) is Lipschitz continuous, directionally differentiable, subdifferentially regular, and
inf-differentiable on the feasible set X.
Proof. The Lipschitz continuity and directional differentiability of 'ljJ at every x E X follow
from [1, Proposition 5.108], where the formula

'lj;'(x; w)

=In ¢~(x; w) dp,(s),

wE IRn,

(5.4)

is justified. Furthermore, we derive from [12, Theorem 2.7.3] that ¢ and then 'ljJ in (5.3)
are directionally differentiable at each x EX. Thus 'ljJ is subdifferentially regular at x due
its Lipschitz continuity. It is easy to observe from the construction of ¢ in (5.3) that the
directional derivative of ¢ is computed by

[(Y'xg(x,s),w)]+
¢~(x;w)

=

{

0

('Vxg(x,s),w)

if s E Do(x),
if s E fL(x),
if s E D+(x),

where the sets 0 0 (x), n_(x), and D+(x) are given by

{s E Dl g(x,s) = 0},
.- {s E Dl g(x,s) < 0},
{s E Dl g(x,s) > 0},
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(5.5)

respectively. Defining further a nonnegative number C by the maximum

C :=
over the compact set B(x; o)

ll¢s(z)- rPs(u)ll

max

(x',s)EB(x,o)xn

IIV xg(x', s)ll

X

n, we get the estimates

=

ll[g(z,s)]+- [g(u, s)]+ll:::; llg(z, s)- g(u, s)ll

: :; fo

1

1IV xg(u + t(z- u), s)ll·llz- ull dt

(5.6)

:::; KCiz- uil for any z, u E B(x, o),
where the first inequality is due to the nonexpansivity of the projection mapping by [35,
Corollary 12.20]. It follows from (5.3)-(5.5) that 11¢~(x;w)ll :::; IIY'xg(x,s)ll·llwll, which
together with (5.6) yields the estimates that

rPs(z)- rPs(u)- ¢~(u; z- u) 2:: -ll¢s(z)- rPs(u)ll-ll¢~(u; z- u)ll
2:: -2CIIz- ull·
Now applying the classical Fatou theorem gives us the inequality
liminf

r rPs(z)- rPs(u)¢~(u;z- u) dp,(s) 2:: r liminf rPs(z)- rPs(u)- ¢~(u; z- u) dp,(s).
liz ull
}r;
liz- ull

}r,n
z#u,u--+x
z--+x

-

n

Consequently we have the relationships

. .
hmmf
Z--+X

z:#;u,u--+x

'1/J(z) - '1/J(u)- '1/J'(u; z- u)
II z- u II

liminf
z--+x

z#u,u--+x

>

1

rPs(z)- rPs(u)- ¢~(u;z- u) dp,(s)
liz - ull
n

r liminf rPs(z)- rPs(u)¢~(u;z- u) dp,(s)
liz ull

}r;n

>

z--+x

z;6u,u--+x

z--+x
z#u,u--+x

-

(5.7)

0,

where the last inequality follows fromthe inf-differentiability of ¢ 8 by Theorem 3.8(ii). On
the other hand, it follows from Theorem 3.2 and the Lipschitz continuity of 'ljJ that

. . f 'ljJ(z)- 'ljJ(x)- 'ljJ'(x; z- x)
· . . f 'ljJ(z)- 'l/J(u)- '1/J'(u; z- u)
1
0
1rmm
<rmm
=,
•;>!~,-;:~,
liz- ull
- z->x
liz- xll
which together with (5.7) ensures the inf-differentiability of 'ljJ at each x E X and thus
completes the proof of the lemma.
0
To apply the results developed in the previous section to SIP (5.1), we first need to
obtain explicit descriptions of the subderivative d'ljJ and the subdifferential 8'1/J of the integral
function (5.3) at feasible points. Since we know that 'ljJ is directionally regular, it suffices to
obtain a formula for its directional derivative that implies the corresponding subdifferential
representation.
Lemma 5.2 (computing directional derivatives and subdifferentials of integral
functions). Let 'ljJ be defined by (5.3). Then we' have the following representations:

'1/J'(x; w) = {
Jn+(x)

(\7 xg(x, s), w) dp,(s) + {
Jno(x)
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[(\7 xg(x, s), w)]+dp,(s),

wE !Rn,

(5.8)

8~(x)={
where

1\

{
\lxg(x,s)dJL(s)+ {
.A(s)\lxg(x,s)dJL(s)\.AEI\},
Jo+(x)
Jo 0 (x)

(5.9)

denotes the set of all summable mappings from Slo(x) to [0, 1].

Proof. Substituting (5.5) into (5.4) yields the claimed expression (5.8) of the directional'
derivative. Invoking further Lemma 2.1, we get the equality

~'(x;w) = cr*(wj8~(x)) fo~ all wE ffi.n,
which together with (5.8) implies the subdifferential formula (5.9).

0

Now we are ready to establish primaf, dual, and mixed characterizations of SIP local
weak sharp minima (5.2) or semi-infinite programs of type (5.1).
Theorem 5.3 (characterizations of SIP local weak sharp minima). Under the
standing assumptions of this section the following statements are equivalent for every x E X:

(i) x is a SIP local weak sharp minimum of (5.1).
· (ii) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that

for all u E LJ(x) n X n B(x, 8).

(iii) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
7]dist(w, TL 1 (x)nx(u))

~

(\1 f(u),w)+ {
(\1 xg(x, s), w) dJL(s)+ {
[(\1 xg(x, s),w)]+ dJL(s)
Jn+(x)
loo(x)

for all u E LJ(x) n X n B(x, 8).

· (iv} There exist two positive scalars 7] and 8 such that

for all u

E

LJ(x) n X n B(x, 8)\ {x} and

TL 1 (x)nx(x) = {wj (\1 f(x), w)+ {
(\1 xg(x, s), w) dJL(s)+ {
[(\1 xg(x, s), w)] + dJL(s) =
Jn+(x)
lno(x)

o}.

(v) There exist two positive scalars 7] and 8 such that
7]dist(w, TLJ(x)nx(u))

~

(\1 f(u),w )+

r

Jn+(x)

(\1 xg(x, s), w)dJL(s)+

r

Jo 0 (x)

[(\lxg(x, s),w)]+ dJL(s)

·foralluEL1(x)nXnB(x,8)\{x} and
NLJ(x)nx(x) = clcone

(\1 f(x)+{ Jn+(x)
r \1xg(x, s) dJL(s)+ lno(x)
r .A(s)\lxg(x, s) dJL(s)\ A E 1\}).
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Proof. The smoothness off and the properties of 'ljJ established in Lemma 5.1 ensure that
f + 'ljJ is Lipschitz continuous, sub differentially regular, and inf-differentiable on X. By the
calculus rules of [25, Proposition 1.107(ii)] and [35, Corollary 10.9], we have

8(! + '1/J)(x)

=

\J f(x)

+ 8'1/J(x),

d(f + '1/J)(x)(w) = df(x)(w)

+ d'ljJ(x)(w) = (V f(x), w) + '1/J'(x; w) for all wE ~n.
4.1-4.4 to the sum f + 'ljJ yields the desired results and

Applying finally Theorems
completes the proof of the theorem.

6

thus
0

Applications to Semi-Infinite Complementarity Problems

In this section we apply our general characterizations of local weak sharp minima obtained in
Section 4 to the following semi-infinite complementarity problems (SICP) defined as follows:
find a vector x E ~n such that
X~ 0, F(x,s) ~ 0, xTF(x,s)

= 0 for all sEn,

(6.1)

where n c ~m' F: ~n X n ---> ~m' and "T" stands for transposition. In contrast to classical
complementarity problems, the number of complementarity constraints in (6.1) may be
infinite while the decision vector x is finite-dimensional.
Recall that a function ¢: ~ 2 ---> ~ is an NCP function if it has the property
¢(a,b)=0<;=:} [a~O, b~O, ab=O].

For recent years NCP functions have been used as a powerful tool of dealing with classical
complementarity problems since they allow us to reformulate complementarity problems as
either equations or minimization problems. Such formulations are very beneficial for both
analytical and computational purposes. Indeed, powerful developments from classical analysis of systems of equations can be applied to treat classical complementarity problems for
justifying the existence of solutions and for analyzing these solution properties. Furthermore, efficient algorithms for solving equations and optimization problems can be applied
and extended to solve classical complementarity problems; see, e.g., [15].
Similar to classical complementarity problems, we obtain the following equivalent reformulation of SICP as a system of equations:

xES<;=::} <l?(x,s)
where the vector function

<1? : ~n X

f2 --->

~n

=

0 for all sED,.

(6.2)

is defined by

¢(x1, ~1(x, s)) )
<l?(x, s) :=

:

(.
· ¢(xn, Fn(x, s))

.

Using the SI CP formulation (6. 2), it is natural to choice a residual function as
1

r(x) := - max ll<l?(x, s)ll 2 .
2 sEf!
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(6.3)

Indeed, to solve the semi-infinite complementarity problem clearly means to find a root
of the equation r(x) = 0, or equivalently, to find an optimal solution of the following
minimization problem with optimal objective value equal to zero:

1
min r(x) = - max II<I>(x, s) 11 2 .
2 sEn

(6.4)

xEJRn

Noting that the latter minimization problem is a typical semi-infinite minimax programming
problem [29]; it offers another explanation for labeling problem (6.1) as a semi-infinite
complementarity problem in agreement with SIP.
Denote by S the solution set to (6.1). We say that a residual function r has a local error
bound at x E S if there exist two positive scalars 'rJ and 8 such

(6.5)

rydist(z, S) ::=; r(z) for all z E B(x, 8),

which is equivalent to saying that x E S is a local weak sharp minimum of the residual
function r from (6.3) since the corresponding level set is

Lr(x) = {z

E ~n\

r(z) = r(x) = 0} = S.

From now on we concentrate in the above scheme on the Fischer-Burmeister function

(6.6)
and denote the corresponding functions <I> in (6.2) and r in (6.3) by <l>FB and rFB, respectively. In fact, similar results can be obtained via other residual functions whenever the
square ¢ 2 is continuously differentiable. As usual, JxF stands for the classical Jacobian
matrix ofF with respect to x.
The next lemma summarizes basic properties of the auxiliary functions associated with
(6.1) and (6.6) needed in what follows.

Lemma 6.1 (properties of residual functions). Let n be compact, and let F be continuously differentiable on ~n x n in the framework of SICP in (6.1). Then we have the
following assertions fulfilled:

(i) The function

~II<I>FB(x, s)ll 2 is continuous differentiable on ~n x

n and

its partial
gradient withrespect to x is equal to HT <I>EB (x, s) for every H E Ox <l>FB (x, s), where
Dx<I>FB is the subdifferential of <I>FB with respect to the first variable satisfying

and where Va(x, s) and Vb(x, s) are the sets of n X n diagonal matrices
diag(a1(x,s), ... ,an(x,s)) anddiag(b1(x,s), ... ,bn(x)), respectively, with
(xi, Fi(x, s))
(ai(x,s),bi(x,s))

{

Jxr+Fl(x,s)
E B(O,

1)- (1, 1)
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(ii) The residual function rFB(x) in (6.3) associated with (6.6) is Lipschitz continuous,
semismooth, and inf-differentiable on JR.n.
(iii) The subderivative and subdifferential of rFB at x are computed by
max

drFB(x)(w) =

sE!1(x)

-

(HT<I?FB(x, s), w) for all wE JR.n,

HE8xO?FB(u,s)

8rFB(x) = co{HT<I?FB(x,s)l s E n(x) and HE Ox<I?FB(u,s)},
with O(x) := { s E DIII<J?FB(x, s) 11 2 = rFB(x)}.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows from [15, Proposition 9.1.4]. In assertion (ii) the Lipschitz
continuity comes from [35, Proposition 9.10], the semismoothness is due to [24, Theorem 2],
and the inf-differentiability follows from Theorem 3.8(ii) above since the residual r is the
pointwise supremum of a family of smooth functions over a compact index set. Finally,
D
assertion (iii) follows from [35, Theorem 10.31].
Based on the results obtained in Section 4 and the properties of Lemma 6.1, we are
now ready to efficiently characterize semi-infinite complementary problems whose residuals
possess a local error bound.
Theorem 6.2 (local error bounds for SICP). Consider a SICP (6.1) with a compact
set n c JR.n and a continuously differentiable function F: JR.n X n -) JR.ffi Let X E s be a
solution to (6.1). Then the following assertions are equivalent:
0

(i) The residual rFB has a local error bound at x in the sense of (6.5).
(ii) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
Ns(u)nrJlB

c co{HT<I?FB(u,s)l s E O(u)

and HE 8x<I?FB(u,s)} as u E SnB(x,8).

(iii) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
rJdist( w, Ts( u)) :S

(iv) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
N s(u) n rJlB c co{ HT <I?FB(u, s) I s E O(u) and H E 8x<I?FB(u, s)}
for all u

E

S

n B(x, 8)\{x}

and

Ts(x) = { w E

!Rnl

max

sE!1(u)
HE8xO?FB(x,s)

(HT<I?FB(u,s),w) :S

0}.

(v) There exist two positive scalars rJ and 8 such that
rJdist( w, Ts(u)) ~

for all u E S

n B(x, 8)\{x}

and wE JR.n, and we have

I

~
Ns(x)
= co{HT <I?FB(x,s) s E O(x), HE 8x<I?FB(u,s)}.
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Proof. We know from the previous discussions that the residual r has a local error bound
at x E S if and only if~ is a local weak sharp minima ofr. Thus applying Theorems 4.1-4.4
to rpB and employing the explicit structures of the subderivative and the subdifferential
0
obtained in Lemma 6.1, we justify all the assertions of the theorem.

7

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we introduce a new class of nonsmooth functions under the name of infdifferentiable functions, which is sufficiently broad to include many remarkable collections
of nonsmooth functions important in variational analysis, optimization, and their numerous
applications. One of the most significant applications of inf-differential functions provided
in the paper is that local weak sharp minima can be completely characterized for them via
primal and dual constructions of generalized differentiation. Among the main purposes of
our future research are developing calculus results for this remarkable class of functions and
their further applications to various optimization and optimization-related problems.
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